
A bottle explodes in the street, it’s the match tossed 
into this pool of gas. The entire scene ERUPTS into--

LIGHTNING/SURREAL CUTS - THE 1947 WARNER BROTHERS RIOT. 

-- Bottles and rocks fly. The IATSE GUYS cross the 
street, met instantly by the CSU GUYS. Fists and blood. 
Tire Chains whistle through the air, finding skulls. Fire 
hoses and tear gas. 

-- Two Sheriff Cars are rolled onto their roofs. Now the 
Cops get really mad.

INT. THE BUS - THAT MOMENT67 67

Reagan sits tall in the front seat opposite Holden as 
they roll into this Hell Scene. All the others are on the 
floor. Reagan holds his breath, bracing. 

EXT. THE STREET - SAME68 68

The Bus rolls into the mayhem. Hand to hand combat stops 
just long enough for them to see-- 

A CSU THUG
IT’S REE-GAN! I JUST SAW REE-GAN!

And the CSU fury is unleashed on the bus. Bottles, rocks 
and eggs pelt the rig, windows explode. Holden’s cut by 
the glass. Frank floors the gas pedal

The bus SMASHES through an overturned cop car, the Mob 
leaps out of the way. It jumps the curb, coming right for 
SORRELL whose cigar drops from his mouth--

And THE BUS PLOWS THROUGH THE FRONT ENTRANCE, taking the 
Gate Arm with it. Guards and Deputies draw their weapons, 
daring the CSU Guys to follow it in... They don’t. 

INT. BUS - THAT MOMENT69 69

The Windshield is cracked like a huge spider web, most of 
the side windows are shattered. Frank rolls to a stop, 
looks up in his mirror at-- 

REAGAN, wiping blood from his forehead. 

One by one, the Actors emerge from under the seats. They 
break into a cheer, clapping Reagan on the shoulders. 

CLOSE ON: REAGAN. He smiles at Holden. Crossing that line 
has crossed him into a new chapter of his life, and he 
seems to know it. 
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